




“Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to add, but when there is nothing 
left to take away.”– Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Remove rather than add. Eliminate redundancy, leave aside any overabundance. Simplify, 
camouflage and model minimal shapes. The TINO collection plays on the strength of 
sensory absence through a series of functional accessories that integrate with the walls so 
as not to interrupt the linearity of the space, but still remaining present to offer the essence 
of comfort and meet the need for pure aesthetics.



Serie TINO

TR02



Serie TINO

accessori da incasso/ built in fittings



"Less is more“

Appear less to be more. Less visibility, more cleanliness and functionality. With 
its shapes, perfectly integrated within the wall, the stainless retractable brush 
holder made of steel gives the ideal combination of utility, rationality, 
discretion and sophistication.

Serie TINO
TS01
portascopino / brush holder



Serie TINO
TS01
portascopino / brush holder



Serie TINO

TR02 – TS01



Serie TINO
TR02
porta rotolo / paper holder

Linearity and geometry transform a simple accessory such as the toilet 
paper holder into a stylish element that reduces the size to a 
minimum, to the essential, for a space-saving solution that does not 
renounce the elegance of the steel finish.



Serie TINO
TR02
porta rotolo / paper holder



Serie TINO



Serie TINO
TV01
porta rifiuti / waste holder

"The beauty you notice, the functionality you discover“

A very simple silhouette that shows off the design lines of steel and conceals 
the maximum functionality of a bathroom accessory, the waste holder, that 
is both a contemporary furnishing element and a smart object. 



Serie TINO
TV01
porta rifiuti / waste holder



Serie TINO
TV01



Serie TINO
TS01 –TR022  - TN15  /  15x30



Serie TINO
nicchie  /  niches

Leave the walls free of projections and enrich the surfaces with niches
storag . A new way of enhancing spaces, with essential lines, basic 
shapes and a neutral color, that of stainless steel whose natural light 
shapes the niches giving depth and atmosphere.



Serie TINO

nicchie  /  niches





Serie TINO

TN15  /  15 x 30

TN30  /  30 x 30

TN60  / 60  x 30

TINO TN15 TINO TN30

TINO TN60



finitura lucida
glossy finish

finitura satinata
brushed finish

finitura stari 
stari finish






















